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ENJOY A SMOOTHER HR RIDE
Sympa HR is a complete, fully-customisable HR-solution that lets you focus
on people and smart decision-making. Get a clear view of all your people
data and automate all your routine HR tasks. You can easily adjust and scale
Sympa HR as you like by yourself: connect your favourite business software
and enjoy Sympa HR’s powerful reporting and analytics tools!
Local or global people business, we’ve got you covered. We’re proud to be
the fastest growing HR solution provider in the Nordics with more than 600
organisations around the world using our people solution.

ONE SOLUTION, FROM HIRE TO RETIRE

Recruiment

Onboarding

Emplyment
and salaries

Absences and
holidays

Talent
development

Goals and
achievements

Well-being
at work

Employment
ends

HR analytics, reporting and HR surveys

Trusted by 600+ organisations
in over 100 countries
Our customers love us for a reason. Sympa provides a complete,
fully-customisable HR-solution that lets you focus on people and smart
decision-making. Sympa HR has one of the highest customer satisfaction
rates in HR technology in Europe to prove it.

“We finished the project

”Sympa HR’s customisation

perfectly on schedule, and

to fit our needs has been a

without our HR system. It’s

the product turned out

delight. We’ve been able to

the foundation for all other

exactly how we wanted.

take care of a lot of fixes and

development. An agile and

There were genuine tears of

make changes to the solution

easily adaptable HR solution,

joy and hugs all around when

independently.”

that can work across multiple

“I’ll say this: we cannot live

countries has been essential.”

we wrapped things up.”

Annika Vikholm

Hanna Fontana

Morten Jakobi

HR specialist, Scania Finland

HR Manager, The National

SVP, People and Culture, Dustin

→ Read full story

Opera & Ballet, Finland

→ Read full story

→ Read full story

Read more → sympa.com/customers
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